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APPARITION OF THE GLORIFIED CHRIST JESUS ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE SACRED WEEK, IN
THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS
DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

I have come in Glory to meet with Mine, and before entering this day into Jerusalem, I have placed
them at My Feet so that they wash their hands in the representation of all those who still must
continue purifying their lives so that, someday, they may enter into the Kingdom of God.

But today I do not come to talk about your mortality, but of your spiritual immortality, which is
what will return to the Source of God, free of matter, of all corruption and disturbance.

I come by means of this Grace that the Almighty is granting to the world, to raise your spirits and
souls into My Celestial Church where the great Communion with My Heart, My Soul and My
Divinity will be celebrated,  during each of these days.

I also come for those who suffer the most, for those who still must give testimony of My Name in
the world, even if they are persecuted and martyred. Because for the whole world to believe that I
am returning, just as the first Christians after My Ascension, someone must sacrifice their life for
Me.

It does not matter how or who it is, everything is already written in the Holy Book of God. That is
why I encourage you all the time to the consecration of life and spirit because thus, you will be
prepared, companions, to face the end of the times.

The most important for Me is what happens in your essences, in what they can conceive, gestate and
realize from the Plan of God. From there everything is realized, everything can be concretized and
materialized. Do not hold onto the material matters of life, because matter will die and return to
dust. Cultivate within this material life the science of the immaterial spirit, that spirit which is
within you and which will carry to the Universe a great experience of love and redemption.

Because after everything happens, after the Armageddon, even after I have returned to the world, all
the spiritual treasures, all the spiritual steps, each goal reached by each disciple of Mine, will be
collected in the Universe to be deposited in the Great Source of Love and of Renewal, from which
the Great Source of God will resurface completely transfigured and transformed, the One who will
gestate the New Humanity at the level of the spirit and consciousness.

As much as I speak to you at this moment about abstract things, keep in mind and remember My
Words.

I come to accomplish through you an inexplicable work that is absolutely filled with the Love of
God and totally filled with the Divine Mercy of the Creator.

On this first day, at the doors of Jerusalem, where I meet with Mine but also with My enemies of
these times, I come to invite you to accompany your Master and Lord during this Sacred Week, to
take the steps in consciousness and in spirit in order for the designs of God to be established in each
one of you as in the whole planet. So be it.
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I do not come to talk to you with tepid words. After several encounters, My companions, where
your hearts were graced and your lives were blessed, the moment has come, companions, to
accompany Me to separate the chaff from the wheat. First, that will begin inside of you, within your
inner world and your lives. But do not fear, I do not come to be a judge but your Savior and
Redeemer.

Blessed are you who, through the years and the times, have believed in My Word. But now I come
to ask you and to supplicate to you for the great moment of your inner transparency which will
make you crystalline to the eyes of your equals and true before the forces of chaos in the world.
These will be My spiritual columns on Earth and you will be able to break the great sepulchers of
the world, where many are still imprisoned in perdition and in chaos.

The moment has come, dear companions, to go two by two through the world to preach My Word,
testifying My example through your Christified lives and transformation by the fire of My Superior
Love.

I desire, on this day and in the coming days, to be able to collect from your souls the sacred talent
that God delivered to you so that I can manifest, in this last time, My Planetary Work, that which
comes descending from the Higher Universe towards the Earth.

But My Will will be fulfilled just as My Father has asked and not as you have thought. That is why I
need you truthful and with open hearts so that you not only leave here blessed and graced again, but
defined with your personal commitment before the Creator in order that the Sacred Treasures of
Heaven, the most precious pearls of the Universe, the Sacred Tools of the Creator, may be in your
hands to define this time and above all this planet and this humanity, which are already near the
threshold of the great decision, the great Universal Judgment.

That is why I come in glory and joy opening My Arms and extending My Hands to you so that you
hold on tightly to Me and, in spite of your falls, you can stand up again. Because just as I
resurrected from the dead, I have the authority in this final time to resurrect your spirits.

Woe! of he who wants to interfere with My companions because he will know the Sacred Justice of
God and must be vigilant during his whole existence in prayer and repentance to conceive the
forgiveness of God in his heart.

What I come to bring to your hearts is inextinguishable, eternal, infinite and lasting. I bring you the
Life of Spirit, the Science of Love and the inner Wisdom of God so that the souls live it and are, in
this time, the witnesses of the Bible.

Today I do not show My wounds of pain for the world, but My wounds of Light that have been
transformed by the prayers of the blessed, of all those who aspire to live in My eternal Heart, in
spite of the suffering and pain.

Today I do not cry for mankind but for those who gladden My Heart because of their persistence
and constancy, their sincere love, their communion with My Eucharistic Heart, for living the
sacramental life and being part of this small piece of My Project which today descends to the Earth
and comes close to the souls so that they finally know the Kingdom of God.

With the joy of My Spirit, I come to vivify you, with the Fire of My Heart I come to light you up,
with the Light of My Spirit I come to sanctify you and thus, absolve you of all committed faults up
until today so that you may be a part of Paradise, after this world, at the end of this life.
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Praised be you, Lord, because You conceive life.

Praised be you, Lord, because You forgive all mistakes and submerge the souls in the Source of
Your Mercy where everything is repaired and absolutely redeemed, following the Principles of Your
Divine Will.
Praised be you, Lord, for all that You created and all that You will still create in this world and in
the others so that all of Your Creation lives, finally, in the Universe of Your Love, where everything
will be illuminated, transcended and forgiven by the Living Flame of Your Unity.
Praised be you, Lord,  for those who have placed at My Feet to hear My Word, which is the Source
of Your Living Word, the breath of Your Spirit and elevation of the consciousness.
Praised be you, Lord, for Your unfathomable Mercy, which dissipates the doubts, forgives the faults
and conceives in the hearts the eternal life.

How many souls are united to Me on this day, affirming and confirming their commitment with My
Glorified Heart so that in the next world, in the New Earth, the Plan of the Creator will finally be
realized!

How many souls that came from the Universe to the Earth that today I congregate again through this
covenant with My Most Sacred Heart and with My Divine Consciousness! May these souls, in the
name of many others, conceive in the world the grace of living in God, the joy of serving Him in
plenitude, in holiness.

Lord, You are the Heart of all Life. You are the One Who pulsates within Your children so that all
Your creatures may live in the Universe of Your Love, in order to feel themselves part of your
Sacred Creation.

While everything is blessed, everything is repaired and the new Grace descends within the hearts of
those who believe in It.

The incense represents the elevation of the immaterial spirit, of that spirit that surrenders to God in
absolute donation and does not fear anything, but surrenders to Creation in infinite confidence.

Yes, now the alliance of My Heart with all souls that have aspired to It are ready, and this is the
reason of joy for My Heart, for the eternal Life.

May the helpers come here to celebrate with their Spouse the inner communion, before their Master
enters Jerusalem to live His agony, which I hope to share with those who accept so that it may be
relieved.

You can place yourselves around Me to be close to your Lord on this day when the alliance with
Heaven and Earth will be established amongst the souls and God.

Today My daughter Amerissa will represent My Mother Mary and you will be the women of
Jerusalem who were at the Feet of their Redeemer, in Bethany. I will direct this moment for you and
for the world so that this memory remains kept in your essences, which will help you in the next
time, in the New Earth.

And I gave My Mother the Holy Grail, to be the Bearer of the Divine Codes of My Blood and to
infuse the power of My Blood and of My Redeeming Spirit in the world, wherever She passed.
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I held the bread, which I would give as My Spiritual and Mystical Body to the holy women so that
they would live the consecration with the Creator.

Almighty, today we elevate this offering which is the inextinguishable testimony of the Love of the
Creator through the Presence of His Divine Son. Sow and deposit in these elements the powerful
Rays of Your Higher Source so that souls may quench their thirst, light their hearts in the eternal
joy of living in You and for You, Amen.

First I give you My Body and My Blood before the alliance because this is the first alliance with
My Heart and My Consciousness. Celebrate this moment with joy. And I want that today when I
leave here, I may listen to your voice again because your voices today were only one voice in unity
with the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

I Am pleased to be here with those who are consistent with Me, those who live My message and
fulfill My Work in this part of the world. A work that is intangible, unknown and infinite for the
entire Creation.

That is why I make you commune with My Body and with My Blood because thus, I Am making
the whole humanity commune of My Codes of life, reparation and healing for this planet.
Something that will never be extinguished, but it will remain throughout the times when each
communion is simply true (*)

Now that I have accomplished My Will, I leave here in peace knowing that within the good souls
will blossom the talents of God, the secret treasures which will give the opportunity to conceive
within the spirits, the Eternity.

I bless you and I bless all present in perfect Communion with the Creation, in Name of the Father,
the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

Go in peace and give testimony of My Word in the world, through your example of conversion and
redemption and of loving service for those who suffer the most.

Now yes, consecrated to Me, in the perfect alliance with My Heart, I will delight My Heart listening
to your voices, affirming again the hymn of your consecration.

I thank you.

(*) Christ calls all the helpers, each one by her name.


